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Abstract

Purpose: Physicians’ eye movements provide insights into relative reliance on different visual
features during medical image review and diagnosis. Current theories posit that increasing exper-
tise is associated with relatively holistic viewing strategies activated early in the image viewing
experience. This study examined whether early image viewing behavior is associated with expe-
rience level and diagnostic accuracy when pathologists and trainees interpreted breast biopsies.

Approach:Ninety-two residents in training and experienced pathologists at nine major U.S. medi-
cal centers interpreted digitized whole slide images of breast biopsy cases while eye movements
were monitored. The breadth of visual attention and frequency and duration of eye fixations on
critical image regions were recorded. We dissociated eye movements occurring early during initial
viewing (prior to first zoom) versus later viewing, examining seven viewing behaviors of interest.

Results: Residents and faculty pathologists were similarly likely to detect critical image regions
during early image viewing, but faculty members showed more and longer duration eye fixations
in these regions. Among pathology residents, year of residency predicted increasingly higher
odds of fixating on critical image regions during early viewing. No viewing behavior was sig-
nificantly associated with diagnostic accuracy.

Conclusions: Results suggest early detection and recognition of critical image features by expe-
rienced pathologists, with relatively directed and efficient search behavior. The results also sug-
gest that the immediate distribution of eye movements over medical images warrants further
exploration as a potential metric for the objective monitoring and evaluation of progress during
medical training.
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1 Introduction

When physicians interpret medical images, they engage a dynamic interplay between the per-
ception of their visual world and their application of emergent and crystallized expertise in a
domain.1–4 This process is fundamental to image interpretation and diagnosis across a range of
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specialties including pathology, neurology, cardiology, dermatology, and radiology. With the
advent of digital medical imaging, researchers and clinicians can gain new insights into the vis-
ual interpretive process by tracking image manipulation and eye movements.1,2 These insights
can lay an empirical foundation for quantitatively measuring the interpretive process, predicting
when it might fail, and realizing new ways to optimize interpretation in education and clinical
practice.5–7

Tracking image manipulation and eye movements during digital whole slide image review
has revealed interesting features of the interpretive process and several potential methods for
measuring performance in students and other trainees. A current paradigm parses the visual
interpretive process into search, recognition, and decision-making; errors can emerge at each
stage of this process.1,2,8,9 Search errors involve failing to fixate the eyes on a critical image
region, such as a radiologist who does not fixate a lung nodule on a chest x-ray. Recognition
errors refer to a failure to recognize what is seen in a region, such as a pathologist who fixates
upon atypical glands on a breast biopsy but does not recognize it as abnormal. Decision errors
involve failing to map recognized features to an appropriate diagnosis, such as a cardiologist who
accurately recognizes a pattern on an echocardiogram (ECG) but gives an incorrect diagnosis.10

Eye tracking has introduced the potential to distinguish these three types of errors.
Eye tracking during medical image interpretation has also revealed differences in search,

recognition, and decision patterns of novice versus expert diagnosticians. There are semidistinct
strategic search patterns, with some observers scanning an image at low power and others tend-
ing to drill down to discrete image regions at high power.11–13 Differences in search strategy tend
to associate with physician expertise level12,13 and may relate to diagnostic accuracy. Compared
to experts, novice diagnosticians also tend to be more distracted by salient yet diagnostically
irrelevant regions of an image,14,15 spend less time interpreting challenging image regions,16,17

spend more time overall on image inspection,18,19 and show less global scanning and more local
interrogation of (often irrelevant) image features.20,21

Eye-tracking studies also commonly find differences in local versus global processing. These
differences have, in turn, been important for developing theory in this area and to understand the
development of expertise in medical image interpretation. When experienced diagnosticians first
view a medical image, they typically employ a broad sweep of visual attention across the scene.
This broad sweep is thought to involve both foveated and parafoveal attention, with overt
fixations on some regions and covert attention shifts toward other regions.22 This breadth-first
process is particularly evident in the most experienced observers, affords efficient Gestalt-like
perception of the entire image, and is thought to serve to prioritize and set goals for subsequent
review.1,2,22,23 The process is also thought to result in multiple diagnostic hypotheses being
formed, each of which is considered during subsequent feature interrogation.14 Two extant the-
ories describe this process. First, the information-reduction hypothesis proposes that experts
have highly selective information processing that rapidly omits task-irrelevant information in
favor of task-relevant information.24 Second, the holistic model of image perception proposes
that experts engage a broad initial visual scan of an image, quickly extracting information from
disparate regions.23 Following this initial breadth-first stage, experienced observers tend to spend
more time examining diagnostically relevant, challenging, and often visually less salient regions
of the image and less time exploring other areas. A few studies suggest that training in the
breadth-first search strategies that are characteristic of expert searchers can accelerate the tran-
sition from novice to expert.25,26

However, a comprehensive meta-analysis of expertise studies using eye tracking across
sports, medicine, and transportation domains found mixed support for some predictions of these
theories.27 For example, there was very weak evidence that experts show longer fixation dura-
tions on relevant versus irrelevant areas, and the time to first fixate a critical region was not
reliably predicted by expertise. There was moderate evidence for experts displaying more and
longer fixations on relevant regions than novices, supporting the information reduction hypoth-
esis, and experts were sometimes faster to fixate relevant regions, supporting the holistic model
of image perception. It is important to realize, however, that extant theories of medical image
interpretation may not be suitable for application to domains outside of medicine (e.g., sports,
transportation), or even to medical tasks with varied visual formats and demands.28 The meta-
analysis also found high effect size heterogeneity, and most effects were poor to moderate in
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strength, emphasizing the importance of increasing sample sizes for continuing research. Indeed,
the studies in the meta-analysis examined an average of only 11 experts and 12 novices.

In pathology, digital whole slide imaging (WSI) provides an ideal format for exploring pre-
dictions of a breadth-first model of expert interpretation. WithWSI, digital slide scanners are used
to develop high-resolution digital versions of glass slides, with viewer tools that allow observers
to zoom and pan images on a computer monitor. In this manner, observers are viewing a two-
dimensional (2D) image but are able to zoom to very high levels (e.g., 40×) while maintaining
resolution and viewing more detailed histopathological features of the image. By coupling the
tracking of digital image manipulation (zooming and panning) with eye tracking, we can gain
insights into the interpretive process from a perceptual and cognitive perspective. With digital
WSI, the initial display of an image is at low power (1× magnification), affording a broad scan
of the biopsy prior to selecting a region for high power examination (i.e., zooming). WSI affords
an opportunity to examine observer behavior upon first examination, when early impressions are
formed and decisions are made regarding image regions to prioritize for further examination.

Leveraging the opportunities provided by WSI, this study recruited a relatively large1,27,29

sample size (N ¼ 92) and specifically examined the early viewing period when an image is first
displayed on the screen, prior to the first zoom behavior. This allowed us to test three primary
predictions of a breadth-first model of expertise. First, we examined patterns of early image
viewing behavior, comparing the behavior of residents versus experienced (faculty) pathologists.
In line with previous research, we expected that residents would show evidence of relatively
narrow attentional breadth during early viewing relative to faculty, including lower amplitude
saccades and lower percentage fixation coverage of the tissue. Second, in our cross-sectional
data we examined whether any of these variables show trends by year of residency. We expected
that more senior residents would show behavior increasingly resembling the experts, compared
to more junior residents. Third, we asked whether years of experience and early viewing behav-
ior are associated with residents’ diagnostic accuracy, examining the critical link between res-
idency-based changes in visual behavior and diagnostic outcomes.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

To derive a sample size estimate, we used aggregate effect size outcomes from a meta-analysis
aimed at understanding expertise-related eye movement (e.g., fixation duration and time to first
fixate) differences in several specialized professional domains, including medicine.27 With a
mean effect size (r ¼ 0.29) derived from the meta-analysis, an α of 0.05 and power (1 − β)
of 0.80, the sample size estimate suggested a minimum of 18 participants per group.

We collected data from 92 pathologists at nine major university medical centers located
across the U.S., from February 2019 through October 2019. Breast pathology experience ranged
from 72 residents with relatively limited experience with breast pathology to 20 faculty members
who were comfortable interpreting breast pathology (Table 1). All participants provided written
informed consent, and all study procedures were approved by the appropriate Institutional
Review Boards (IRB), with the University of California, Los Angeles acting as the IRB of record
(Protocol #18-000327).

2.2 Materials and Equipment

A set of 33 hematoxylin and eosin-stained digital WSI were selected from a larger test set of 240
cases developed in earlier studies. Each case included a consensus reference diagnoses, and most
included one or more diagnostic regions of interest (dROI) as previously described.30,31 Digital
WSI were developed by scanning glass slides using an iScan Coreo Au digital slide scanner32

at 40× objective magnification. To ensure our cases captured a range of clinically relevant
diagnoses, selected cases included consensus diagnoses spanning five diagnostic categories:
benign without atypia (4 cases), atypia (10 cases), low-grade ductal carcinoma in situ (lg-DCIS;
10 cases), high-grade DCIS (4 cases), and invasive carcinoma (5 cases).
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To select 33 cases from the set of 240, we examined histology form data gathered from a total
of 54 pathologists who previously interpreted the same cases on glass slides.31 All 54 pathologists
were fellowship-trained in breast pathology and/or their peers considered them an expert. Using
these extant data, we selected 33 cases that were frequently diagnosed in one of our five diagnostic
categories. To reduce the challenges associated with the interpretation of certain histopathological
features, we eliminated cases frequently (>30%) diagnosed as lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS),
atypical lobular hyperplasia, or flat epithelial atypia (FEA). Cases assigned to the DCIS category
were parsed into low-grade versus high-grade based upon nuclear grade and the presence of
necrosis; cases with low or intermediate nuclear grade and no necrosis were considered low-grade,
and cases with high nuclear grade and/or necrosis were considered high-grade.33

Table 1 Participant demographic details for the 90 participants (70 residents, 20 faculty) included
in analyses, following the removal of data from two residents due to failure of the eye-tracking
system (see Sec. 3).

Participant group Variable Data

Residents Year of residency training Year 1: N ¼ 19

Year 2: N ¼ 25

Year 3: N ¼ 17

Year 4: N ¼ 9

Approximate weeks of breast pathology training Year 1: x ¼ 3.03

Year 2: x ¼ 5.26

Year 3: x ¼ 7.21

Year 4: x ¼ 9.11

Sex Male: N ¼ 34

Female, other,
or undisclosed: N ¼ 36

Experienced
pathologists

Total years of experience interpreting breast pathology <1 to 4 years: N ¼ 4

5 to 9 years: N ¼ 5

10 to 19 years: N ¼ 8

20+ years: N ¼ 3

Percentage of breast cases in current case load <10%: N ¼ 4

10% to 24%: N ¼ 3

25% to 49%: N ¼ 4

50% to 74%: N ¼ 7

75% or more: N ¼ 2

Fellowship trained in breast pathology? Yes: N ¼ 7

No: N ¼ 13

Sex Male: N ¼ 8

Female: N ¼ 12

Other: N ¼ 0

Undisclosed: N ¼ 0
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One invasive carcinoma case with high concordance (93%) when interpreted by prior path-
ologists in the glass slide format was selected for use as a practice case.30 To limit the amount of
time a participant would spend reviewing cases in the study (∼1 h), we divided the 32 cases into
three test sets with equal distributions across consensus diagnostic categories: two benign cases,
four atypia cases, six DCIS cases (four low-grade and two high-grade), and two invasive cases.
This distribution of cases was intended to maximize sampling of the inherently challenging
diagnostic categories that tend to elicit diagnostic discordance (i.e., atypia, low-grade DCIS31,34).
Five cases, one for each diagnostic category, were used in all three test sets, and the remaining
nine cases were unique to each test set. Most cases contained one or more dROIs, decided by
an expert panel of pathologists using a modified Delphi technique, described previously.30,34

The dROI was considered the image region(s) most representative of the highest (most clinically
serious) consensus diagnosis for the case.

To enable WSI review, we developed a digital slide viewer that displayed navigable (zoom,
pan) images, allowing up to 60× magnification while maintaining resolution. The viewer
allowed image navigation with the computer mouse, using the scroll wheel to zoom and a
click-and-drag movement to pan. It also provided buttons that could be used to manually adjust
the zoom, a ruler overlay for scale, a mitotic field tool, and a drawing tool allowing participants
to annotate the image. The viewer continuously logged image manipulation data (current zoom
level and position in image) to a custom SQL database stored locally on the Dell Precision laptop
computer used to run the study.

A histology form was developed from prior studies to collect diagnostic information from
participants after they viewed each case.31 The histology form collected information about diag-
nostic category (five categories), diagnostic specifics, additional information for some diagnostic
categories (e.g., type of atypia, tubule formation, nuclear grade, necrosis, mitotic activity, and
Nottingham score), difficulty and confidence ratings (scale from 1 to 6), yes/no responses
whether the participant considered their diagnosis borderline between two diagnoses, and
whether they would seek a second opinion about the case (Table 12 in Appendix). To assess
accuracy, we compared participants’ diagnostic responses to the consensus reference diagnosis
(i.e., benign, atypia, low-grade DCIS, high-grade DCIS, invasive) for each case.

We used the remote eye-tracking device (RED) system, which is a noninvasive and portable
eye tracking system manufactured by SensoMotoric Instruments (Boston, Massachusetts). The
system uses an array of infrared lights and cameras to track eye position at 250 Hz with relatively
high gaze position accuracy (0.4°) using a nine-point calibration process. For data collection,
we had two systems, each of which included the RED device mounted to the bottom of
a color-calibrated 22” Dell liquid crystal display (1920 × 1080 resolution) computer monitor
(model U2417H). All analyses averaged the left and right eye position to reduce variable error,
a measure referred to as the version signal.35

2.3 Data Collection Locations and Procedures

One of two investigators (TTB or TD) visited each of the nine data collection sites with one of
the data collection systems (eye tracker, monitor, and computer). Data collection was com-
pleted with each participant one at a time in a private room (office or conference room) after
web-based consenting and baseline survey. The baseline survey included questions about
career level, confidence, and experience with digital imaging for primary diagnosis and expe-
rience with breast pathology. Upon arrival for a session, the experimenter would explain the
study to the participant and answer any questions. The participant would then complete the
nine-point eye tracker calibration, watching a white dot move between nine points on a gray
background. The practice case was then displayed to help participants become familiar with
the viewer controls, image navigation, annotation, and completing the histology form. After
this introduction and practice, one of the three test sets (containing 14 cases) was presented,
one case at a time in random order, at full screen. After viewing each case, the participants
completed the histology form. Figure 1 shows a pathologist interpreting an image while
their eyes are being tracked. Each participant was compensated for their time with a $50USD
gift card.
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2.4 Data Scoring and Analysis

The early image viewing period is defined as the time when the case was at lowest power, before
the first zoom (to a higher magnification level) was made. The early viewing period is therefore a
variable time when the entire image is present on the screen for the participant, during which the
participant can conduct an initial visual scan of the full biopsy specimen at low power. For ter-
minology, early viewing behaviors occur before the first zoom behavior, whereas later viewing
behaviors occur after the first zoom behavior and until the pathologist closes the case. The eye
tracking system captures and outputs eye fixations and saccades over time. Fixations are momen-
tary pauses (≥80 ms) of the eye in a constrained (2° visual angle) space, and saccades are bal-
listic movements of the eye between successive fixations.

By comparing the Cartesian coordinates of each fixation with the current viewer position in
the image, we could ascertain whether participants were directing their eyes toward diagnosti-
cally critical regions (i.e., fixating on a dROI) versus other regions of the image. To distinguish
eye fixations on tissue versus background space, we developed custom software (using the
Python programming language36) that allowed us to outline tissue regions on each case and
classify each fixation as falling within tissue or within background space.

We calculated seven measures that describe eye behavior during early image viewing
(Table 2). First, we calculated the duration of the early viewing period, in seconds. Second,
we calculated two measures that indicate the breadth of early viewing: saccade amplitude and
breadth of fixation coverage. Saccade amplitude indicates the distance between successive eye
fixations, in degrees of arc. Breadth of fixation coverage across the tissue was calculated by
dividing the image into a 16 × 9 grid (each cell 120 × 120 px) and calculating the proportion
of distinct grid cells that were fixated, including only cells that contained tissue (excluding white

Table 2 Each viewing behavior variable of interest, its level of analysis, and brief description.

Variable of interest Description

Viewing duration Mean duration (ms) of the early viewing period.

Saccade amplitude Mean saccade amplitudes (degrees of arc) during the early viewing period.

Coverage Mean coverage (%) during the early viewing period.

Probability of dROI fixation Binary variable indicating whether at least one early viewing period fixation
was on the dROI.

Time to first dROI fixation Time (ms) to first fixation in dROI during the early viewing period.

Fixation count on dROI Mean fixation count on dROI during the early viewing period

Fixation duration dROI Mean fixation duration (ms) on dROI during the early viewing period.

Fig. 1 A pathologist interpreting a digitized whole slide breast biopsy image (face obscured for
privacy), with eyes being tracked. The screen on the right shows the SMI software used for data
collection.
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space). This approach was intended to examine the possibility that an observer could, theoreti-
cally, examine a breadth of tissue through a sequence of small-amplitude saccades, rendering the
saccade amplitude measure a less meaningful measure of early viewing breadth. We then calcu-
lated four additional measures that captured attention toward the dROI. First, a binary indicator
of whether a pathologist fixated or did not fixate on the dROI during early case inspection.
Second, a measure of time during early case inspection before a pathologist’s first dROI fixation,
in seconds. Third and fourth, if a pathologist fixated at least once on the dROI during early
viewing, we calculated the number and duration of fixations in the dROI. To assess diagnostic
accuracy, each categorized diagnosis made by pathologists was compared to one of four con-
sensus reference diagnosis categories: benign, atypia, DCIS, or invasive.

We conducted three primary statistical analyses, using α ¼ 0.05 as the threshold for statis-
tical significance and additionally noting effects that were marginally significant (0.05 <
P ≤ 0.10). First, we compared each of the seven early viewing behaviors between residents and
faculty. To do so, for each variable we fit a generalized estimating equation (GEE) model with
the behavior variable as the outcome. For continuous variables we used linear models. We log2-
transformed duration, Saccade amplitude, time to first dROI fixation, and dROI fixation duration
due to extremely right-skewed distributions (Fig. 2). For the dichotomous variable recording

Fig. 2 Violin plots depicting pretransform data for the six continuous early viewing variables
(before first zoom), separated by resident and faculty. Sample proportions for the binary variable
(fixated on dROI) were 0.73 (residents) and 0.72 (faculty).
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whether or not a participant fixated on the dROI during early viewing, we used a binomial model
with logit link function (i.e., logistic regression). The predictor of interest in each model was an
indicator variable of faculty status (1 for faculty, 0 for residents). Because not all study partic-
ipants viewed the same cases, each model included case ID as a fixed effect, to yield the desired
interpretation of comparing faculty and residents interpreting the same case. For the binomial
model, we used conditional logistic regression using the cases as the strata. Since each partici-
pant interpreted 14 cases, we treated each participant as a cluster in the GEE model. For each
variable, we report the estimated regression coefficient that represents the contrast between res-
idents and faculty interpreting the same case along with its associated Wald p-value.

The second set of analyses asked whether year of residency is associated with each of our
seven viewing variables. For these GEE analyses, residents were coded as year in the pathology
training program as 1, 2, 3, or 4, and year was used as a predictor of each of the seven viewing
variables. Otherwise, the statistical models are the same as with the first set of analyses compar-
ing residents to faculty. Note that years of resident experience was strongly associated with self-
reported experience with breast pathology (Table 1), and only the former more objective measure
was analyzed. One post-sophomore fellow was categorized as a first-year resident, and one
fellow was categorized as a fourth-year resident.

The third set of analyses examined associations between residents’ viewing behaviors and
diagnostic accuracy. We also examined the association between year of residency and diagnostic
accuracy. For these analyses, each of the eight variables —year of residency (1 to 4) and the
seven viewing behavior variables—was used, in turn, as the predictor of interest in a GEE model.
The model used logit link with accuracy as the binary outcome, included case as a fixed effect,
and clustered on participants.

3 Results

At the level of participants, the eye tracking system failed to save any data for two participating
residents, so their data were excluded from analysis (leaving 90 participants: 70 residents and
20 faculty). At the level of individual cases, the eye tracking system failed to capture data for
45 of the 1260 case interpretations (3.6% of all cases), so data from these cases were also
removed from analysis.

Overall, residents were nearly evenly distributed across the case test sets (N ¼ 22, 24, 24,
respectively), as were faculty (N ¼ 5, 7, 8, respectively). For analysis, two case categories were
excluded: benign and invasive. Benign cases were excluded due to a lack of consensus dROIs
(i.e., there is no single critical image feature to detect), and thus the inability to calculate many of
the early viewing measures. Invasive cases were excluded due to (near) perfect accuracy (96% to
100%) that did not vary between residents and faculty, and the fact that dROIs covered nearly the
entire tissue space (making these cases less useful for examining early attention to critical
regions). Analyses therefore focused on generally more challenging cases, atypia and DCIS,
with 10 atypia cases, and 14 DCIS cases (with each participant viewing 4 atypia cases and
6 DCIS cases).

For the analysis of diagnostic accuracy, one DCIS case was excluded from analysis due to
floor-level accuracy (0%), leaving 23 cases for analysis (10 atypia, 13 DCIS). Overall, median
accuracy among residents was 25% (mean ¼ 26%), and 60% (mean ¼ 54%) among faculty.
As would be expected, a conditional logistic regression with case ID as a fixed effect showed
that on average faculty had 2.4 times higher odds of an accurate diagnosis than residents inter-
preting the same case (95% CI: 1.9, 3.1; P < 0.0001).

3.1 Viewing Behavior: Resident Versus Faculty Patterns

Figure 2 shows pretransformed data for six early viewing variables, parsed by resident versus
faculty pathologists (see Table 6 in Appendix for numeric summaries). Results of the statistical
analyses are detailed in Table 3, showing that, on average, resident pathologists had shorter
fixation durations on the dROI compared to faculty. Specifically, the geometric mean of fixation
duration on the dROI was, on average, 16% lower among residents compared to faculty (95% CI:
4% to 30% lower, P < 0.01).
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Two additional effects were marginally significant, suggesting that residents tend to show
higher coverage of the image compared to faculty, and suggesting that residents tend to have
fewer fixations on the dROI compared to faculty. Of course, given these effects did not meet our
alpha criterion (0.05), we cannot conclude the population effects are nonzero; instead, we point
to the pattern as a potential direction for future inquiry.

Exploratory follow-up analyses examined later viewing behavior differences between resi-
dents and faculty, including only eye movements after the first zoom; pretransformed later view-
ing data are included in Table 8 in Appendix. As detailed in Table 9 in Appendix, residents had
longer duration later viewing than faculty, and smaller overall saccade amplitudes; they also
showed marginally longer time to first fixation on the dROI.

3.2 Viewing Behavior: Residency Trends

We assessed trends in the seven viewing behaviors by year of residency (years 1 to 4) among the
70 resident (nonfaculty) participants (see Table 7 in Appendix for numeric summaries of these
variables stratified by year of residency).

Results of the statistical analyses are detailed in Table 4. On average, each year of residency
was associated with 10% higher odds of fixating the dROI (95% CI 1% to 20%, P ¼ 0.03) when
comparing residents viewing the same case. The trend is shown in Fig. 3. Note that Fig. 3 is
intended to depict the overall trend captured in the formal analysis; it is difficult to compare one
specific year to another (e.g., year 2 versus 3) given high heterogeneity in breast pathology
curricula across training institutions. No other early viewing behaviors were significantly asso-
ciated with year of residency.

Exploratory follow-up analyses examined later viewing behavior trends by residency year,
including only eye movements occurring after the first zoom behavior. As detailed in Table 10 in
Appendix, each year of residency was associated with 2% higher odds of fixating the dROI
during later viewing (95% CI 0% to 4%, P ¼ 0.03), a similar trend as early viewing behavior.

3.3 Viewing Behavior: Associations with Diagnostic Accuracy

Results of the statistical analyses are detailed in Table 5. Year of residency was positively asso-
ciated with accuracy (P ¼ 0.05). On average, comparing residents 1 year apart interpreting the
same case, the more senior residents have 16% higher odds of accurate diagnosis (95% CI for
odds ratio, 1.00 to 1.36). No other variable was significantly associated with accuracy.

Table 3 Associations between career level (residents versus faculty) and early viewing behavior.
For each variable, a positive value of β̂ indicates higher values observed in faculty pathologists
compared to residents, on average. Negative values indicate the reverse.

Variable Analysis scale β̂ for experienced StErr P

Viewing duration (s) Log2 0.224a 0.156 0.15

Saccade amplitude (°) Log2 −0.049a 0.084 0.56

Coverage (%) Untransformed −0.861b 0.461 0.06

Fixated dROI (binary) NA (Categorical) −0.035c 0.098 0.70

Time to first dROI fixation (s) Log2 −0.018a 0.163 0.91

Fixation count on dROI (n) Untransformed 0.623b 0.338 0.07

Fixation duration dROI (ms) Log2 0.219a 0.082 <0.01

a2β̂ estimates the ratio of geometric means for faculty pathologists compared to residents interpreting the same
case.

bβ̂ estimates the difference in means for faculty pathologists compared to residents interpreting the same case.
cexpðβ̂Þ estimates the odds ratio comparing faculty pathologists to residents interpreting the same case.
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Exploratory follow-up analyses examined associations between later viewing behavior and
diagnostic accuracy. As detailed in Table 11 in Appendix, no variable was significantly asso-
ciated with accuracy.

4 Discussion

This study was designed to assess interpretive viewing patterns that characterize expertise and
expertise development and possibly relate to diagnostic accuracy. In the largest study of its kind,
we analyzed the behavior of 90 pathologists at nine different academic medical centers, ranging
in expertise from first-year resident to attending physician with over 20 years’ experience

Table 4 Trends in viewing behaviors during early viewing by year of residency (1 to 4). For each
variable, a positive value of β̂ indicates a trend toward higher values among residents in later years
of residency compared to more junior residents, on average. Negative values indicate the reverse.

Variable Analysis scale β̂ per year StErr P

Viewing duration (s) Log2 0.105a 0.064 0.10

Saccade amplitude (°) Log2 −0.037a 0.027 0.17

Coverage (%) Untransformed 0.484b 0.302 0.11

Fixated dROI (binary) NA (categorical) 0.095c 0.045 0.03

Time to first dROI fixation (s) Log2 −0.019a 0.084 0.82

Fixation count on dROI (n) Untransformed 0.093b 0.159 0.56

Fixation duration dROI (ms) Log2 0.001a 0.039 0.98

a2β̂ estimates the ratio of geometric means for residents 1 year apart in year of residency interpreting the same
case.

bβ̂ estimates the difference in means comparing residents 1 year apart in year of residency interpreting the
same case.

cexpðβ̂Þ estimates the odds ratio comparing residents 1 year apart in year of residency interpreting the same
case.

Fig. 3 Proportion of case interpretations fixating on the dROI by year of residency (1 to 4).
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interpreting breast pathology. With this large and representative sample, we found mixed support
for extant research and theory.

Research using eye tracking has suggested that relatively experienced diagnosticians employ
a broader initial scan of a specimen than their less experienced counterparts,11,14,22,23,37,38 sup-
porting the holistic model of image perception. This broad initial scan is thought to enable con-
sideration of multiple regions for subsequent focused inspection,2 promoting an explore-exploit
process that involves an early search for reward sources and then actively interrogating an iden-
tified source.39 To investigate evidence of this pattern, we examined two measures of early view-
ing breadth. First, we calculated mean saccade amplitudes, with previous research demonstrating
generally larger saccade amplitudes with higher experience levels.20,27 Second, we adopted a
coverage measure from previous research to quantify the extent to which broader regions of
a scene are examined.40,41 In contrast to some earlier work, our data showed that residents and
attending pathologists showed very similar saccade amplitudes and breadth of coverage during
early image viewing. There are at least two reasons why this might be the case. First, the hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E) stains used in the current biopsies produce colorful high contrast
regions that might serve to quickly orient attention toward relevant information, reducing
differences that novices and experts may exhibit in other medical imaging domains. Second,
eye tracking is only able to index foveated visual attention, and theories of holistic image per-
ception suggest that at least a portion of early image scanning might be done parafoveally.23,42,43

In other words, the eyes might not always follow a transient shift of attention to peripheral image
regions. Thus, experts may indeed be conducting a more holistic initial scan of an image, but if
this is being done covertly, we may not detect the behavior. This possibility may be exacerbated
by high contrast image features that can be perceived without an overt shift of attention, allowing
pathologists to prioritize image regions without directly viewing them. Images used in other
medical imaging domains, such as radiology, are usually more homogeneous in color and con-
trast, perhaps necessitating a relatively thorough scan of the image to identify areas for sub-
sequent review.

Beyond the breadth of early viewing, we found a few additional patterns that distinguished
early viewing behavior among residents versus faculty pathologists. Interestingly, residents and
faculty were similarly likely to move their eyes to a critical dROI and took similar time to first
fixate on the dROI. However, once they fixated in the dROI their behaviors began to diverge,
with faculty showing generally more and longer duration fixations in the dROI relative to res-
idents. Longer fixation durations are thought to reflect several perceptual and cognitive proc-
esses, including higher reward value of information in a region, a more challenging interpretive
process, and/or successful recognition of perceived features.1,38,44–46 In other words, these data
suggest that more experienced pathologists are more likely to move from successful detection of

Table 5 Associations between year of residency and early viewing behaviors and accuracy.
For each variable, a negative value of β̂ indicates a trend toward lower values associated with
higher accuracy. Positive values indicate the reverse.

Variable Analysis scale β̂ StErr P

Year of residency (1 to 4) NA (categorical) 0.151 0.077 0.05

Viewing duration (s) Log2 −0.067 0.054 0.14

Saccade amplitude (°) Log2 −0.053 0.153 0.72

Coverage (%) Untransformed −0.029 0.021 0.17

Fixated dROI (binary) NA (categorical) 0.055 0.229 0.80

Time to first dROI fixation (s) Log2 −0.009 0.049 0.84

Fixation count on dROI (n) Untransformed −0.032 0.029 0.28

Fixation duration dROI (ms) Log2 −0.093 0.138 0.46
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a critical region to successful processing and recognition of its features. Interestingly, this proc-
ess begins relatively quickly during early image viewing and before the pathologists have
zoomed to examine specific features more closely.

This special series for the Journal of Medical Imaging concerns medical image interpretation
in 2D and three-dimensional (3D) formats; while this study used 2D, it is worth considering how
our results might relate to the interpretive process with 3D images. With WSI, surgical pathology
is confined to relatively flat tissue sections with minimal topographical variation. While the glass
slides technically have some variation in focal depth (∼0.005 mm), digital WSI can be consid-
ered a 2D representation with zoom capabilities designed to represent various objective mag-
nifications. On a traditional microscope with glass slides, a pathologist would move on the
horizontal plane ðx; yÞ for target identification at low magnification, change the objective mag-
nification of the microscope (several fixed vertical Z-planes), and place identified features in
central vision for higher resolution examination. With digital WSI, variable (continuous) mag-
nification is accomplished by scanning the glass slide at a high objective magnification and
digitally recreating lower objective magnification along the vertical (z) axis, producing multiple
image pseudoscans at various magnification (Z-planes).47,48 A magnification plane can be con-
sidered as a specific physical height above the glass slide (in microns),49 which in WSI represents
a series of magnification levels (e.g., 1×, 5×, 10×, 20×, 40×). The collection of scanned focal
plane images is then combined into a master pyramidal image, making it possible to zoom in and
out on the image similar in principle to changing the objective magnification on the microscope.

The stacked representation of WSI can give the imaginary impression of depth49 and possibly
introduce some of the mental demands seen when navigating a 3D volumetric image.50 For
example, maintaining a catalog in working memory of areas already viewed on not only the
horizontal axes but also in depth (vertical axis).13 Thus, WSI introduces an interesting case for
visual search residing somewhere between the demands of a fixed-depth 2D image and shifting
between slices in a 3D volumetric scan. The difference being that in a 3D volumetric scan, the
slices (Z-axis) are at the same magnification, whereas in the WSI the Z-axis adds additional
feature detail (magnification plus new information). In some cases, such as invasive carcinoma
where diagnostic features are pervasive and salient, successful categorical diagnosis (e.g., inva-
sive cancer present versus absent) may be possible at low magnification when the entire case is
visible on the display. At this fully zoomed-out level, fine-grained cytologic features will not be
perceived, but a skilled pathologist may be able to make a coarse, but accurate, categorical deter-
mination based on the presence of extreme architectural features (e.g., invasion). However, veri-
fication of that hypothesis would require examining features at higher zoom levels, achieving
detailed focus on specific features and deriving accurate estimates of diagnostically relevant
markers (e.g., nuclear grade, mitotic activity, and/or tubule formation).

We also conducted an exploratory analysis of later viewing behavior, after pathologists made
their initial zoom. This follow-up analysis demonstrated two additional patterns. First, faculty
pathologists showed lower overall viewing durations than residents, an efficiency advantage
typically seen with increasing expertise in a domain.27 Second, a more interesting result dem-
onstrated that faculty tended to show higher saccade amplitudes than residents during later view-
ing, an association not found during early viewing. This was unexpected as the holistic model of
image perception suggests that faculty pathologists would show larger saccade amplitudes dur-
ing the early global analysis of the image.23,42 To our knowledge, no other study has separately
examined early versus later viewing periods; with our approach, we found evidence that exper-
tise-related saccade amplitude differences may emerge later during viewing. It could be the case
that more experienced pathologists show a relatively directed visual search during early viewing,
quickly identifying diagnostically relevant regions; indeed, according to Lesgold’s model,51

experts may engage in perceptual and cognitive processes early in image inspection, whereas
novices tend to front-load perceptual processes. While faculty tend to show highly directed
search to relevant features during early viewing, later in their search they may exhibit a broad
sweep to exclude other possible regions of interest or to catalog additional diagnostic findings
that are not normal but less clinically significant. This is not to say that faculty are not performing
a relatively covert (parafoveal) early scan of the image but that evidence for increased scanning
breadth may be more robust during more extended image viewing. Again, this pattern may be
specific to pathologists viewing images with highly contrasting regions that can quickly capture
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and guide attention during early viewing (irrelevant but visual salient regions are also shown to
distract novices more than experts15,52) and may not be generalizable to medical imaging formats
other than WSI.

Our second cross-sectional analyses examined associations between year of residency and
early viewing behavior. While most of the early viewing behaviors were not significantly asso-
ciated with year of residency, residents did show an ∼10% higher odds of fixating the dROI with
each additional year of residency training. This finding suggests that residency training is laying
a knowledge foundation that affords efficient detection of critical image regions and that this
knowledge progresses across years of training. When contrasted with the longer fixation dura-
tions in the dROI among faculty members, however, there is a suggestion that residents may not
have the requisite knowledge to effectively recognize histopathological features in the dROI and
map them to appropriate diagnoses. An exploratory analysis of later viewing behavior showed
a similar but less pronounced association, with residents showing ∼2% higher odds of fixating
the dROI with each additional year of residency training.

Analysis of diagnostic accuracy by year of residency estimated that each year of additional
training was associated with ∼16% higher odds of correct diagnosis. However, even third- and
fourth-year residents showed about 43% lower accuracy than faculty pathologists when inter-
preting atypia or DCIS cases. Altogether, results suggest that residents are increasingly likely to
detect critical image features as they move through residency training, and their accuracy
improves year over year, but relative to more experienced faculty they are still less likely to
recognize critical features and map them to an appropriate diagnosis. This pattern suggests that
advancements in resident training may be found in focusing medical education efforts on a few
phases of the diagnostic process: recognizing histopathological features, developing and testing
diagnostic hypotheses, and arriving at diagnostic decisions. Indeed, residents detect and move
their eyes toward abnormalities like faculty but are less adept at recognizing and understanding
how features map to diagnoses.

In motivating this study, we considered two specific theories borne out of cognitive science
and medical decision-making research: the information-reduction hypothesis and the holistic
model of image perception. Our results provide limited support for both theories. One prediction
of the information-reduction hypothesis is that experts should be able to quickly reduce com-
plex information to a limited set of crucial features that will guide interpretation.24 While both
residents and more experienced pathologists took a similar amount of time to find a critical
image region, experienced pathologists showed longer fixation durations in the region once it
was found (and a trend toward more fixations in the region). According to previous research,
these prolonged fixation durations may indicate successful attendance to and recognition of
critical features, providing some limited support for the information-reduction theory.38,53

Second, the holistic model of image perception predicts that experts should show a broader
and more efficient early search of an image relative to novices, as typically demonstrated with
larger saccade amplitudes.22 We found no evidence that the initial breadth of a viewing behav-
ior, using saccade amplitude or a measure of image coverage, differed between novices and
experienced pathologists. However, an exploratory analysis of later viewing behavior did find
evidence of increased saccade amplitudes among more experienced pathologists, suggesting
strategy-based search differences among residents versus faculty pathologists. We acknowl-
edge that eye tracking may not be the best technique for assessing holistic image perception
that may proceed both overtly (foveal) and covertly (parafoveal). Methods for inferring the
distribution of covert attention may prove valuable for future research in this area, including
attention probes,54 examining the spatial orientation of microsaccades,55 measuring electro-
myography in neck muscles,56 or examining the breadth of expert useful field of view.57

Consistent support for a holistic model of image perception may require these innovative
approaches to gain insights into the time course and spatial distribution of covert attention during
early versus later image viewing.

Eye tracking has revealed several important features of the visual interpretive process under-
lying medical decision-making, making this technology potentially useful to demonstrate, train,
and assess visual performance during medical education.1 Quantitative performance metrics
derived from this research can assist the medical community’s desire to adopt meaningful,
relevant, and repeatable outcomes-based assessments during medical training (e.g., education,
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residency, fellowship).58–60 One method for training visual search strategies is eye-movement
modeling examples (EMMEs), which provide video demonstrations and narrations of
expert eye movements, allowing trainees to observe, learn from, and emulate specific search
strategies.26 Some research suggests that EMMEs can be valuable for accelerating the transition
from novice to expert in both medical and nonmedical domains, including detecting seizures,
inspecting aircraft, debugging programs, and learning how to read.61–64 However, a recent review
of this literature notes limited effect sizes and generalizability for the EMME approach,65

suggesting that EMMEs may help novices develop search strategies but may not be effective
at promoting accurate feature recognition or diagnosis. Of course, there is still a critical step
between detecting a critical region and recognizing and accurately diagnosing features.
Exposing novices to high numbers of normal and abnormal examples is likely more beneficial
than guiding their looking behavior,65 promoting the development of robust and highly
differentiated target templates in memory. These templates can then be used to efficiently guide
attention to visual features and more effectively map those features to templates representing
diagnostic categories.66

Presently, we found no compelling evidence that visual behavior can help dissociate situa-
tions in which a resident arrived at an accurate versus inaccurate diagnosis. Indeed, recognizing
features and mapping to templates stored in long-term memory may be better captured by think-
aloud protocols and annotations of recognized features, rather than eye tracking. Our continuing
research will explore this possibility, allowing more effective parsing of detection, recognition,
and diagnostic phases and the points at which errors may emerge in this process.

4.1 Limitations

In interpreting our results and motivating continuing research, some limitations are worth dis-
cussing. First, breast pathology is an inherently challenging medical discipline, with diagnostic
disagreement arising even among highly experienced practicing pathologists interpreting atypia
and DCIS cases.31,34,67,68 For this reason, it is challenging to reliably associate viewing behavior
to diagnostic outcomes that are highly variable both within and across physicians. Second, H&E
staining of biopsies produces high contrast regions that likely attract attention early in the view-
ing process and many of these high contrast regions are relevant to diagnosis. Thus, these highly
salient regions may capture the visual attention of even relatively inexperienced viewers, making
it difficult to determine how expertise modulates the initial feature detection phase of image
inspection. Third, while we used the largest sample size to date in a study examining eye tracking
with pathologists, and sampled from a diverse set of university medical centers, training and
cultural differences at nonacademic institutes may lead to differences in feature reliance and
diagnostic interpretation. Finally, while we used zoom level as an objective method for parsing
early versus later viewing episodes, the duration of early viewing varied considerably across
participants, likely reflecting differences in search strategies (e.g., driller versus scanner).12,13

For example, a search strategy involving quickly “drilling” into a specific image region after
only a few seconds of low power viewing will reduce the likelihood that early image viewing
will prove informative in our early viewing analyses. Each of these limitations can be used to
motivate continuing research with more diverse pathology images (e.g., breast pathology,
dermatopathology), biopsy staining methods, participant sampling, and techniques for parsing
early versus later viewing.

4.2 Conclusion

In conclusion, in the largest study of its kind, results support the premise that experience-based
progression of specialized medical knowledge manifests in both viewing behavior and diagnos-
tic interpretation. The extent to which both novice and expert diagnosticians can quickly identify
and exploit important and relevant regions of a scene is critical to interpretive efficiency and lays
a foundation for diagnostic accuracy. Results provide mixed support for extant research and
theory and also lay a foundation for further research to better elucidate error sources during
medical interpretation, refine extant theories of medical image interpretation, and identify trac-
table applications of eye tracking technology for training and clinical practice.
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5 Appendix

Tables 6–12 provide additional information.

5.1 Early Viewing Variables and Behavior

Tables 6 and 7 provide pretransformation mean and standard deviation data for each of the early
viewing variables, compared by experience level (Table 6) and separated by year of residency
training (Table 7).

5.2 Later Viewing Variables and Behaviors

Table 8 provides pretransformation means and standard deviations for later viewing variables, by
experience level. Table 9 details associations between career level (residents versus faculty) and
later viewing behavior. Table 10 details trends in viewing behaviors during later viewing by year
of residency. Table 11 shows associations between later viewing behaviors and accuracy.

Table 6 Pretransformation mean and standard deviation data for each of early viewing variables,
compared by experience level (residents versus attending pathologists).

Variable

Resident pathologists
(N ¼ 70)

Experienced pathologists
(N ¼ 20)

Mean StDev Mean StDev

Viewing duration (s) 2.48 2.03 2.80 1.93

Saccade amplitude (°) 6.54 3.33 6.50 4.32

Coverage (prop.) 0.075 0.041 0.067 0.036

Fixated dROI (binary) 0.729 — 0.718 —

Time to first dROI fixation (s) 1.40 1.49 1.40 1.78

Fixation count on dROI 2.75 3.09 3.37 3.95

Fixation duration dROI (ms) 345.9 183.5 409.4 232.4

Table 7 Pretransformation mean and standard deviation data for each of the early viewing
behavior variables, separated by year of residency training. Note that Fixated dROI is a calculated
proportion based on binary outcomes.

Variable

First-year
residents
(N ¼ 19)

Second-year
residents
(N ¼ 25)

Third-year
residents
(N ¼ 17)

Fourth-year
residents
(N ¼ 9)

Mean StDev Mean StDev Mean StDev Mean StDev

Viewing duration (s) 2.42 1.77 2.79 2.31 2.12 1.75 2.44 2.14

Saccade amplitude (°) 6.41 3.19 6.99 3.94 6.68 3.09 5.49 1.66

Coverage (prop.) 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.09 0.05

Fixated dROI (binary) 0.68 — 0.74 — 0.73 — 0.81 —

Time to first dROI fixation (s) 1.40 1.46 1.56 1.71 1.26 1.33 1.20 1.34

Fixation count on dROI 2.51 2.87 3.00 3.37 2.46 2.85 3.09 3.15

Fixation duration dROI (ms) 350.5 161.4 339.4 188.4 350.8 212.9 342.4 152.6
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Table 8 Pretransformation means and standard deviations for later viewing variables, by expe-
rience level.

Variable

Resident pathologists
(N ¼ 70)

Experienced pathologists
(N ¼ 20)

Mean StDev Mean StDev

Viewing duration (s) 104.6 57.7 88.6 44.9

Saccade amplitude (°) 5.68 1.91 6.27 1.82

Fixated dROI (binary) 0.950 0.217 0.957 0.202

Time to first dROI fixation (s) 16.1 20.0 12.7 14.4

Fixation count on dROI 136.8 120.0 150.4 130.2

Fixation duration dROI (ms) 306.4 65.1 322.4 67.1

Table 9 Associations between career level (residents versus faculty) and later viewing behavior.
For each variable, a positive value of β̂ indicates higher values observed in faculty pathologists
compared to residents, on average. Negative values indicate the reverse.

Variable Analysis scale β̂ for experienced StErr P

Viewing duration (s) Log2 −0.235a 0.113 0.04

Saccade amplitude (°) Log2 0.147a 0.072 0.04

Fixated dROI (binary) NA (categorical) <0.001b 0.085 0.98

Time to first dROI fixation (s) Log2 −0.172a 0.102 0.09

Fixation count on dROI (n) Untransformed 13.47c 15.99 0.39

Fixation duration dROI (ms) Log2 0.077a 0.055 0.16

a2β̂ estimates the ratio of geometric means for faculty pathologists compared to residents interpreting the same
case.

bexpðβ̂Þ estimates the odds ratio comparing faculty pathologists to residents interpreting the same case.
cβ̂ estimates the difference in means for faculty pathologists compared to residents interpreting the same case.

Table 10 Trends in viewing behaviors during later viewing by year of residency (1 to 4). For each
variable, a positive value of β̂ indicates a trend toward higher values among residents in later years
of residency compared to more junior residents, on average. Negative values indicate the reverse.

Variable Analysis scale β̂ per year StErr P

Viewing duration (s) Log2 0.042a 0.052 0.42

Saccade amplitude (°) Log2 −0.018a 0.025 0.47

Fixated dROI (binary) NA (categorical) 0.023b 0.039 0.02

Time to first dROI fixation (s) Log2 0.041a 0.061 0.51

Fixation count on dROI (n) Untransformed 1.582c 5.465 0.77

Fixation duration dROI (ms) Log2 0.028a 0.019 0.17

a2β̂ estimates the ratio of geometric means for residents 1 year apart in year of residency interpreting the same
case.

bexpðβ̂Þ estimates the odds ratio comparing residents 1 year apart in year of residency interpreting the same
case.

cβ̂ estimates the difference in means comparing residents 1 year apart in year of residency interpreting the
same case.
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5.3 Descriptive Data from Residents Versus Faculty

Table 12 details subjective responses to histology form questions.
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Variable Analysis scale β̂ StErr P
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Table 12 Descriptive data from residents versus faculty subjective responses to histology form
questions regarding case difficulty, confidence in interpretation, whether the case might be border-
line between two diagnoses, and whether they would seek a second opinion.

Variable

First-year
residents
(N ¼ 19)

Second-year
residents
(N ¼ 25)

Third-year
residents
(N ¼ 17)

Fourth-year
residents
(N ¼ 9)

Faculty
(N ¼ 20)

Mean StDev Mean StDev Mean StDev Mean StDev Mean StDev

Case difficulty rating (1 to 6) 3.34 1.21 3.17 1.25 3.37 1.38 3.53 1.11 2.84 1.57

Confidence rating (1 to 6) 6.41 3.19 6.99 3.94 6.68 3.09 5.49 1.66 4.73 1.32

Proportion deemed borderline 0.29 0.45 0.29 0.45 0.29 0.45 0.31 0.46 0.33 0.47

Proportion second opinion 0.52 0.50 0.53 0.50 0.41 0.49 0.59 0.49 0.44 0.50
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